2024 BOOK PICKS

Old Dog, New Tricks
by Marie-Yolaine Williams

When a family comes to the shelter looking for an older dog, Boscoe can’t believe his ears! Will he finally find his forever home?

9781478761631
https://outskirtspress.com/olddognewtricks

Adam’s Night Walk
by M.R. Warriner

Dreams are passages to new tomorrows.

9781432789237
https://outskirtspress.com/adamsnightwalk

Sniffy the Beagle
by Rita S. Eagle

Meet “Sniffy” — the brave little dog who “wins by a nose”. This heart-warming story celebrates exceptionality and the rewards of tolerance and respect for differences.

9781598005370
https://outskirtspress.com/sniffythebeagle

Eli - Mystery on the Yazoo River
by Daniel E. Brown

Two kids and a living legend make a historical discovery. The people of Satartia are proud of their one claim to fame: Eli, the gigantic catfish who lives in the Yazoo River.

9781977260444
https://outskirtspress.com/elimysteryontheyazooriver

The Road Home
by Cathy Speaker

The road home sometimes is long and winding. Mama teaches her child that when we look and listen, the unfamiliar can become familiar and the road home will always be close.

9781432791469
https://outskirtspress.com/theroadhome

The Legend of the Icelandic Yule Lads
by Heidi Herman

After accidentally being seen by a human, Stekkjastaur finds he must rely on a young Shepherd boy to keep his secret.

9781478743309
https://outskirtspress.com/thelegendoftheicelandicyulelads

The Flying Bed
by K.S. Dwyer

What Grandma told me was true, it seems. I am the pilot of my very best dreams. A little boy and his grandmother make bedtime more fun by using their imagination.

9781977255198
https://outskirtspress.com/TheFlyingBed

What If Wish
by Jodi Lynn Menard

What If Wishes . . . Really Can Come True? We ask ourselves if dreams can come true, . . . but what if there’s another, even more wonderful question?

9781977243812
https://outskirtspress.com/whatifwish

Orcas Forever
by Marie-Paule Mahoney

Orcas Forever is the dramatized story of a true-life event. It opens a window into the hidden lives of the orca pods that inhabit the waters of the Salish Sea.

9781977253453
https://outskirtspress.com/orcasforever
Thunder Dragons
by Damon Dillon
Have you ever thought the sound of thunder was scary? There was once a kid who used to be afraid of thunder, especially the BIG thunderstorms. But then he learned all about the thunder.

Mirror City
by David D. Bernstein
James has anger issues. When he is thrown into a parallel world where nothing is as it seems, will this change him for the better and solve his anger issues—or will it make things worse?

Pack Rat’s Lost and Found
by Sarah Sebring Binder
Every night, by the light of the moon, Pack Rat whispers to the glittering stars. “Star bright, star light, first star I see tonight, wish I may, wish I might, have the wish I wish tonight. I wish I might find a treasure tonight!”

Hiawatha Passing
by Jeff Hagen
Far Below The Moon.... A mysterious light emerges from the infinite darkness of a cold winter’s night....

Zealy and Whubba Go Fishing
by Roe De Pinto
Fun Fishing For Food! Let’s enjoy the adventure of fishing for food with Zealy and Whubba together and then have a great day in the sun having a picnic!

Stripe’s Busy Night in the Bushveld
by Tanja Nayak
Meet Stripe, a plucky honey badger, and his mum as they go on their nightly search to find honey. Follow their steps and you’ll be surprised to meet many unique nocturnal animals.

Tale Of The Last Whale
by Julia Irwin
Many words that sound the same may not always be spelled or have the same meaning. This book is a fun way for children and adults to identify and discover how homophones can be used to illustrate a story.